
The Road Less Traveled 
[‘Interview column published in Jakarta Java Kini magazine, September ’15 edition] 

It’s safe to say that Gojek has taken over Jakarta. One will not only spot numerous Gojek drivers on 

the road; one can find a Gojek driver just about anywhere. They’re grabbing your take out order at 

restaurants, picking up your shopping in the mall, getting that jacket you left at your friend’s place – 

essentially doing everything you don’t have the time to do. Since the launch of the Gojek app in the 

beginning of 2015, Gojek has practically become an integral part of the chaotic culture of Jakarta in 

just a few months. Gone are the days where we have to send our drivers to deliver fruit parcels for 

our relatives – just send Gojek! And for that, we have Kevin Aluwi, one of Gojek’s founders and its 

current Chief Financial Officer (CFO), to thank. Recently, JJK had the chance to sit down with 

Aluwi and talk about his ventures in the Indonesian Internet industry.  

By the young age of 29, Aluwi has already established two highly successful Internet companies in 

Indonesia, namely Zalora, the online shopping mogul, and Gojek, the first instant-courier-service by 

motorcycle in Indonesia. One must certainly credit this University of Southern California (USC) 

graduate’s success to his courage in taking the road less travelled. After leaving his first job at a 

boutique investment bank in Los Angeles, Aluwi came home and decided it was a time for a change. 

Instead of continuing on the more conventional career path, Aluwi dove deep into the start-up 

world by joining Djarum’s start up incubator, Global Digital Prima Venture (GDP) in May 2011, in 

which he worked at Merah Putih, the country’s first tech and digital incubator. During Aluwi’s first 

few years in this industry, nobody understood what he was doing, sometimes not even himself. “My 

parents were pressuring me a lot. ‘Get an MBA,’ they said. ‘Why don’t you just work in finance or 

consulting?’” Aluwi said. “And of course, I constantly asked myself, ‘Did I make the right career 

move?’”  

But despite his doubts, Aluwi knew he couldn’t turn back. He continued to believe that the potential 

in Indonesia, specifically its Internet industry, was far too great for him to leave this path. And with 

time, Aluwi was proven right. In the beginning of 2012, Aluwi left Merah Putih to become Zalora’s 

head of Business Intelligence where he witnessed the company’s impressive growth himself. “We 

started at Zalora with just one house with ten people. Yet within a year, we had 300 people, 

thousands of orders a day with a massive warehouse!” Aluwi said. “Seeing Rocket Internet (a 

German-based Internet company) invest so much to build the ecosystem here, specifically educating 

the market in ecommerce, renewed my faith in the industry. You see what’s possible.”  



It was working in Zalora that led Aluwi to recreating Gojek to what it is today, as Aluwi met Gojek’s 

other co-founder Nadiem Zakariem there. Zakariem and Aluwi both left their respective jobs at the 

end of 2013, started working on Gojek’s business model in 2014, and the rest is history. In just one 

and a half years, Aluwi views Gojek having become “a very large presence here in Jakarta,” truly 

“touch[ing] the lives of many people here in the city through various different services. But not only 

has Gojek been a lifesaver for many of Aluwi’s friends who are busy professionals in the city, Aluwi 

himself takes advantage of Gojek services to be more productive. For instance, Aluwi travels 

throughout Jakarta with a Gojek now. Previously, traveling with a car in Jakarta would only allow 

Aluwi to have two to three meetings a day. With a Gojek, however, Aluwi says he can now fit five to 

six meetings daily.  

It’s no question that Aluwi has been very, very busy in the last few months – Gojek has just 

delivered its millionth order and has over two million app downloads when JJK spoke to Aluwi. 

Who knows how much more Gojek will have grown when this issue hits the stands? Fortunately, it’s 

not work Aluwi finds tiresome, as he has always found being in the tech industry exciting. “Growing 

up, I’ve always loved technology – the products, the gadgets, the games – and I always try to keep 

up with the latest development,” Aluwi said. “From a business aspect, I’ve always been fascinated 

with the idea of technology disrupting established companies.” Thus, it is not surprising that Aluwi 

is now working at a tech startup, as he has always found it extremely important to enjoy whatever he 

is working on. “I’m difficult in the sense that I do very badly in the work that I don’t enjoy or 

understand what I’m doing,” Aluwi said.  

Fortunately for Aluwi, he finds his work at Gjek very meaningful, as it allows him to help people. 

Not just those who need to get to that meeting on time, forgot their USB at home or need to have 

that midnight craving of martabak immediately satisfied, but rather the 22,000 drivers that GoJek 

employs all throughout Jabodetabek, Bandung, Surabaya, Bali, Semarang and most recently 

Makassar. “It feels good that we are not only helping drivers in a meaningful way, but we are also 

keeping our interests in line with the business,” Aluwi said. “People usually think that business is 

inherently opposed with welfare of people, especially the people. But at GoJek, we are improving 

the lives of many people very dramatically.” For instance, Aluwi recalls one Gojek driver’s story, 

who joined the business as he was forced to close his furniture shop. After joining Gojek, however, 

the driver was able to open back his furniture shop, which his wife runs now. According to Aluwi, 



Gojek drivers were previously earning 2-3 million IDR prior to joining, and now they can earn up to 

15 million IDR a month!  

What’s next for Aluwi after Gojek? To be quite honest, he says he doesn’t know. “Even within 

Gojek, I don’t know what’s going to happen! Things change very quickly in tech,” Aluwi said. 

“Regardless, I think I would like to still be in this space for the rest of my life. We are in a very 

transformative age and there are still a ton of opportunities in this country to explore in tech.” Well, 

we certainly can’t wait to see what Aluwi has in mind for Indonesia!  

	  


